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We describe an extension to our variant calling tool, Oc-
topus (https://github.com/luntergroup/octopus), for
single-cell DNA sequencing data. Octopus jointly geno-
types cells from a lineage, accounting for amplification
stochasticity and sequencing error with a haplotype-based
Bayesian model. Octopus is considerably more accurate
at genotyping single cells than existing methods.

Cancers are founded by a single cell that proliferates abnor-
mally as a result of inherited or somatic mutation. Subsequent
mutations in the founder’s descendants chart the course of the
tumor’s evolution, including the birth of subclones that charac-
terise intra-tumor heterogeneity and may lead to more aggres-
sive disease and influence clinical decision making1,2. Single-
cell DNA sequencing offers, in principle, the most detailed pic-
ture of a tumor’s state and could improve on currently used
variant allele frequency (VAF) clustering methods for tumor
subclonal reconstruction3–6.

We previously showed that our haplotype-aware variant call-
ing tool – Octopus – achieves high accuracy in several clinically
relevant experimental designs, including somatic mutation call-
ing from bulk tumour sequencing7,8. However, none of the call-
ing models previously discussed are appropriate for genotyping
single cells as they do not account for common sources of un-
certainty found in single-cell whole-genome amplified (scWGA)
sequencing data, such as amplification stochasticity that can
result in allelic dropout (ADO)9. Indeed, due to these arti-
facts, accurate variant calling of scWGA data is still considered
a "grand challenge" of single-cell technology10.

Similar to previous work11–16, we designed a calling model for
Octopus that accounts for amplification stochasticity in scWGA
data (Methods). However, unlike other single-cell methods,
Octopus discovers candidate variants with local de novo as-
sembly; realigns reads to candidate haplotypes to account for
sequencing and alignment errors; leverages physical read link-
age information during genotyping; and recalibrates genotype
quality scores using machine learning. In addition, Octopus
jointly models cell genotypes with a phylogenetic tree prior.
Homogeneous samples, including from bulk tissues, may be
incorporated to improve accuracy. Variant calls, per-sample
genotypes, and local cell phylogenies are inferred with varia-
tional Bayes for each called haplotype region. Octopus reports
phased SNVs, indels and small complex replacements. Sample
genotypes are assigned empirical probability scores with a ran-
dom forest classifier trained on scWGA sequencing data, none
of which is used for performance assessment here.

To assess calling accuracy, we ran Octopus on previously
studied human primary fibroblast cells with closely related bulk
samples that provide approximate ground truth for the cellular
genotypes12,14,15 (Methods). Octopus had considerably higher
genotyping accuracy than SCcaller12 – the only other single
cell method that calls indels – despite SCcaller being given
the baseline heterozygous variants to fit its allele bias model
(Fig. 1a and Supplementary Table 1). Octopus genotyped 5×

more baseline indels correctly than SCcaller (Fig. 1c), and 2×

more baseline genotypes overall. The F-measure improvement
of Octopus over SCcaller was 37% and 66% in kindred cells
IL11 and IL12, respectively (Fig. 1b). The large performance
differential for SCcaller is likely driven by higher rates of ADO
in IL12, possibly due to IL12 being a doublet14. Surprisingly,
MonoVar11 and ProSolo15 performed better on average than
SCcaller despite not calling indels. However, they too had
inconsistent accuracy in IL11 and IL12, and Octopus had sub-
stantially higher F-measure on average than both (36% and
31% higher, respectively). Evaluation on the basis of allele
match17 also showed large accuracy improvements for Octopus
(Supplementary Table 1).

The differences in sensitivity between methods may be partly
explained by their response to heterozygous alleles affected by
amplification stochasticity (Fig. 1d). As the most sensitive
method, Octopus showed good recall across a wide VAF range
in both IL11 and IL12, and was particularly robust to frequent
ADO in IL12. Notably, Octopus calls clearly displayed charac-
teristic trimodal scWGA VAF distributions20, despite not ex-
plicitly modelling this. In contrast, SCcaller showed poor recall
for ADO variants and strong VAF bias; it had good recall for
high-VAF variants, but not for low VAF variants. MonoVar
also had poor sensitivity for ADO variants.

Having established genotyping accuracy for clonal variants,
we next sought to evaluate calling accuracy for subclonal muta-
tions in the study population, because power to impute geno-
types from joint calling with related samples, whether single
cells or bulk, is reduced for these variants. To do so, we iden-
tified 120 putative subclonal variants in kindred cells IL11 and
IL12 (Methods). Octopus correctly called 39% more curated
subclonal mutations in both IL11 and IL12 than MonoVar and
200% more than SCcaller despite making the fewest subclonal
mutation calls overall (Fig. 1e). Notably, just 2% of Octopus
calls were subclonal compared with 87% for SCcaller, 53% for
MonoVar, and 56% for Prosolo (Fig. 1e and Supplementary
Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 | Variant calling accuracy in single cells. a Precision-recall curves for six human primary fibroblast cells using clonal variants detected in
matched bulk samples by Strelka218 as the ground truth. Calls were evaluated with RTG Tools vcfeval19. Fields used to score variants were RFGQ
(Octopus), GQ (SCcaller), QUAL (MonoVar), and GQ (Prosolo). Dots indicate default or recommended PASS values. Stars indicate the score with
the maximum F-measure. b Maximum F-measures for all variants in each cell. c Indels in the baseline genotyped correctly. The maximum indel size
is limited to 49bp by Strelka2. MonoVar and Prosolo do not call indels, but still call some baseline indels due to representation differences. d VAFs
of biallelic heterozygous variants, determined by allele depths (AD) reported by the caller. Prosolo is not shown as it does not report AD. In the
truth set, 55% (2,427,808/4,453,494) of variants were biallelic heterozygotes. e True subclonal mutations in kindred cells IL11 and IL12 and all
called subclonal mutations.

To further assess somatic mutation genotyping accuracy, we
called variants in a previously studied triple-negative breast
cancer dataset comprising 16 G2/M tumor cells (aneuploids
a1-a8 and hypodiploids h1-h8) and 16 matched normal cells
(n1-n16)5. We chose not to label normal samples for Octopus
in order to test ability to recover this natural grouping (Meth-
ods). Octopus genotype calls were sufficiently accurate that
hierarchical clustering on somatic calls with default filters not
only partitioned normal and tumor cells correctly, but also ro-
bustly captured clonal loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) events and
the two aneuploid subclones originally identified5,11,13 (Fig. 2a).
Despite the random forest not being trained on subclonal so-

matic variants, clustering was broadly consistent when limited
to cancer-related and all genes, with different levels of filtering
(remarkably, even when using all 163,957 unfiltered somatic
calls), and alternative clustering methods (Supplementary Fig.
2). Notably, subclonal aneuploid cells a1, a4, a6 were always
clustered together, as were a2, a5, and a7. Cell a8 was inconsis-
tently clustered between the aneuploid and hypodiploid groups,
reflecting the uncertain origin of this cell5,13. In contrast, clus-
tering of MonoVar and Prosolo genotypes failed to consistently
partition normal and tumor cells – with and without filtering
– and did not reveal LOH regions (Fig. 2b,2c). Furthermore,
SCcaller only called 4 non-singleton somatic mutations.
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Fig. 2 | Somatic alterations in triple-negative breast cancer single cells. Hierarchal clustering of biallelic somatic mutation genotype calls in cancer
related genes of 16 triple-negative breast cancer and 16 matched normal cells. Cells are colored by genotype call (RR: homozygous reference; AR:
heterozygous; AA: homozygous mutant) and shaded by genotyping confidence (GQ). Homozygous tumor cells indicate loss of heterozygosity (LOH).
Only calls with at least 2 cells called somatic were included. a 3409/163,957 PASS Octopus calls correctly partition normal and tumor cells, group
anueploid subclone cells, and clearly show LOH regions, including those where a somatic mutation has also occured (RR in normal cells, AA in
tumour cells). Sites with heterozygous normals and homozygous tumor cells have high uncertainty due to confounding LOH and ADO signals. LOH
sites with subsequent somatic mutation are more confidently called. b 1792/1,117,566 filtered MonoVar calls. c 6605/37,003,396 filtered Prosolo
calls. Both MonoVar and Prosolo fail to partition normal and tumor cells.

Octopus identified clinically relevant mutations not previ-
ously reported in this patient, including a homozygous - in-
dicating LOH - clonal splice acceptor gain SNV in TP53
(chr17:g.7673609C>A; COSV52664150); clonal homozygous
frameshift indels in FAS (chr10:g.89014337A>-), SMARCD1
(chr12:g.50087382TT>-), ETV6 (chr12:g.11891601->A), and
TCF7L2 (chr10:g.113089447->C); a clonal in-frame inser-
tion in DDX10 (chr11:g.108917908->TGA); and a subclonal
frameshift deletion in MYO5A (chr15:g.52336478T>-). These
mutations were confirmed in the bulk samples for this patient5.

Our analyses demonstrate that haplotype-based modelling
with biologically realistic phylogenetic tree priors leads to con-
siderable improvements in genotyping accuracy of single cells,
resulting in novel clinical insights. Several previous meth-
ods have proposed sophisticated nonlinear interpolation models
conditioned on known heterozygous sites to account for amplifi-
cation stochasticity12,14. Octopus does this implicitly – without
variant databases – simultaneously accounting for sequencing
and alignment error, by direct modelling of haplotypes.

Future versions of Octopus may address current limitations
of the method. While the model presented is capable of explic-
itly calling zygosity changes, this feature is currently disabled by
default as it increases runtime, particularly for amplifications.
In addition, the model assumes each sample is homogenous,
but this may not be true for bulk samples, and is also vio-
lated by cell doublets. Finally, retraining the forest model on
subclonal variants would likely result in better calibrated qual-
ity scores for somatic genotypes, particularly in LOH regions.
However, we believe the version of Octopus presented here rep-
resents significant progress in the "grand challenge" of single
cell variant calling.
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does not account for these kind of errors, and base qualities in
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To limit the impact of these artefacts during genotyping, we
added additional read pre-processing transformations to Octopus
that mask (set base qualities to 0) read sequences deemed to be
MDA related chimeras. Specifically, we align soft-clipped sequence
with proximal inverted reference sequence and reference sequence
5’ of the clip start. Currently, only clipped sequence with perfect
alignments are masked.
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Single cell phylogeny prior. We model cell phylogeny as binary
trees consisting of nodes ρ1, . . . , ρT . For mathematical simplicity,
the tree structure can be described using an ancestry matrix A where

Aij =

{

1, if ρj is ancestor of ρi

0, otherwise

for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ T . Then P = (A, ρ1, . . . , ρT ) defines the phylogeny,
and the probability of genotypes g = (g1, . . . , gT ) conditional on P
is

p(g | P,Mg,Ms) = p(g
1

| Mg)

T
∏

1≤i<j≤T

p(gi | gj ,Ms)Aij (1)

Here, Mg is a model of germline mutations, Ms is a model of
somatic mutations and

p(gi | gj ,Ms) ∝ p(|gi|, |gj |)

|gj |
∑

κ1=1

· · ·

|gj |
∑

κ|gi|=1

|gi|
∏

k=1

p(gik | gjκk
,Ms)

(2)
where |gi| is the ploidy of genotype gi and p(|gi|, |gj |) is the prob-
ability of copy number change which we define as

p(|gi|, |gj |) = λ
||gi|−|gj ||

where λ is a configurable parameter to the model.The somatic mu-
tation model used to assign probabilities p(gik |gjm,Ms) – the hap-
lotype gik conditional on the haplotype gjm is the same pair HMM

model previously described for de novo and somatic mutations7.

Genotype model. To account for amplification stochasticity, we
model reads using a finite mixture distribution:

p(r | g, π) =
∑

k

πk p(r | gk)

where p(r | gk) is the likelihood for haplotype gk as computed by
the previously described pair HMM7. We assume that haplotype
mixtures are distributed π ∼ Dirichlet(α), which allows modelling
of bulk samples by adjusting the concentration parameter α as the
read counts become Binomially distrbuted in the limit as α → ∞.
The default value of α is 5.

The complete joint likelihood function expresses that samples are
randomly sampled from clones on the phylogenetic tree proportion-
ally to the size of the clone.

p(R | g,π, ψ) =

T
∑

t=1

ψt

S
∏

s=1

p(Rs | gt,πst)

Here, we assume that the clone mixture frequencies are also dis-
tributed ψ ∼ Dirichlet(β). The concentration parameter β controls
the dispersion of samples across clones and is configurable by the
user. The default value is 20.

The posterior distribution of all latent variables is given by Bayes
law:

p(g,π, ψ | R,MP) ∝ p(g,π, ψ | MP) p(R | g,π, ψ)

where MP denotes the phylogenetic prior previously described.
As the posterior cannot be computed exactly, we approximate

the full posterior with variational Bayes (VB) by introducing binary
indicator variables z and w for read-haplotype and sample-clone

assignments (Supplementary Fig. 3). For example, the per-read
likelihood function becomes

p(rsn, zsn | g, π, w) =
∏

k

π
zsnk

k p(rsn | gk)wstzsnk

The posterior value of wst is the responsibility clone t in P takes
for sample s and

∑

t
wst = 1, for all s. We use the resulting

VB inferences to compute a lower-bound on the model evidence,
p(R | MP).

Interestingly, in the case where T = 1 (i.e., the phylogeny con-
sists of just a single clone), the model is equivalent to the subclone
model previously described for bulk tumour genotyping7. In prac-
tice, we actually defer to the subclone model in this case as the
implementation is slightly faster.

A major problem with variational Bayes is that the inference pro-
cedure can become stuck at a local maximum, which may result
in inaccurate inferences. A second problem is that the number of
genotype combinations grows exponentially in the number of clones,
so it is not practical to evaluate all combinations in general. To ad-
dress both of these problems, we propose a subset of m genotype
combinations, where m is configurable, the are ideally close to the
highest probability genotype combinations of the full model. To do
so, we first run the population model7 on all samples, and then clus-
ter samples based on their ‘population’ marginal genotype posterior
distributions using k-medoids (where k = T ). Next, we run the in-
dividual genotype model on each cluster by merging reads for each
sample in the cluster. Finally, we select the best m combinations,
using a variant of the top-k selection algorithm22, where combi-
nations are ranked by the sum of their individual model genotype
posteriors. As the seeds to the VB model are simply the initial geno-
type posteriors, we just use the best l ranked genotype combinations
as seeds, where l is configurable but l ≤ m.

Another limitation of the model is that samples are assumed to
originate from a single clone on the phylogeny, which means that
cell doublets and subclonal bulk samples are not modelled.

Cell calling model. In order to to call variants and genotypes
in the samples we apply the model described above. However, be-
cause this model is conditioned on a particular phylogeny, and since
the number of trees is on the order O(T !!), we use a greedy itera-
tive strategy to infer the phylogeny. Specifically, at each locus, we
evaluate the model under both the trivial case of a single clone and
the one possible phylogeny with two clones. If the evidence of the
latter is greater than the former, then we evaluate the two possible
phylogenies with three nodes (linear and branching). We continue
by extending the phylogeny with the highest evidence with a single
new node in all ways – but ignoring isomorphisms – until either the
evidence decreases or a configurable maximum number of nodes is
reached.

Next, we calculate posteriors for all evaluated phylogenies using
Bayes law assuming a uniform prior, and compute haplotype and
genotype posteriors required by all Octopus calling models (for hap-
lotype reduction and phasing) by marginalising over phylogenies.
For example, the per-sample genotype posteriors are given by

ps(g | R) =
∑

P

p(MP | R)
∑

t

wst | P pt(g | R,MP)

Finally, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) phylogeny is called

P̂MAP = arg max
P

p(MP | R)
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and the clone responsibilities from this model, wst | P̂MAP
, are used

to assign samples to clones in the tree – the MAP clone is chosen
– and thereby also call genotypes.

Training Octopus’ random forest. We trained Octopus’ ran-
dom forest model using a previously described scWGA dataset20.
Specifically, we used the 15 single neuronal nuclei from "Brain B"
(SRA BioProject PRJNA245456) for training. Octopus was used
to generate baseline clonal genotypes from heart and cortex bulk
samples from the same individual. Somatic mutations called in the
cortex sample (2954 variants) were ignored.

Clonal mutations in fibroblast cells. We downloaded paired-
end fastq files from SRA (BioProject PRJNA305211) and mapped
reads to GRCh38 (specifically hs38DH) with BWA-MEM23.

To generate baseline genotypes, we joint called matched bulk
samples Hunamp and IL1C using Strelka218 (v2.9.10) in germline
mode. We then generated high-confidence clonal regions by remov-
ing loci where inconsistent genotypes were called in each sample.

We evaluated calling accuracy by comparing caller and base-
line calls in the high-confidence regions using RTG Tools vcfeval19

(v3.12). To compare by allele match, we ran vcfeval with the
--squash-ploidy option. Precision-recall curves were plotted by
setting the --score-field option to vcfeval and using the resulting
weighted_roc.tsc.gz file.

We ran Octopus (v0.7.4), SCcaller (v2.0.0), MonoVar (v0.0.1),
and Prosolo (v0.6.1) in a similar way to a previous analysis of
this dataset15. For Octopus, we used the cell calling model to
jointly call all cells and bulk clones C1-3. The --sample-dropout-

concentration option was set to 50 for bulk clones. For SCcaller,
we called variants in each cell and merged bulk clones for the
matched bulk sample. Heterozygous SNVs found in the baseline
set were given to the --snp_in option. We also needed to use cus-
tom code to fix indel calls as these are reported in invalid VCF
by SCcaller. Prosolo was also provided with the merged bulk
clone. Since SCcaller and Prosolo do not jointly call cells, we
genotyped each cell independently and merged calls with bcftools
merge. All analysis was coded into a Snakemake24 workflow (https:

//github.com/luntergroup/single-cell).

Subclonal mutations in fibroblast cells. We found putative
subclonal mutations in fibroblast cells IL11 and IL12 by calling so-
matic mutations unique to the kindred bulk IL1C (i.e. not present
in bulk clones C1-3), using the population bulk Hunamp as a nor-
mal. Specifically, we ran Strelka2 in somatic mode on Hunamp and
IL1C. As Strelka2 does not support multi-sample somatic calling, we
also ran Octopus in cancer mode on all bulk samples, and selected
passing somatic mutations called by both Octopus and Strelka2 in
IL1C, but ignored those genotyped for the variant in C1-3 by Octo-
pus. Another reason that we decided to include Octopus to assist
producing subclonal calls was that Strelka2 showed surprisingly low
precision in these data; Strelka2 called 19,415 somatic mutations in
IL1C, compared with 4891 by Octopus. To eliminate the possibility
of including mutations de novo in IL1C (during expansion), we in-
tersected the putative bulk set with the union of IL11 and IL12 calls
from all callers. In summary, there were 377 mutations called unique
to IL1C by Octopus, 363 of these were also called by Strelka2, and
120 of these were found in IL11 or IL12 by at least one single cell
caller. This implies ∼250 somatic mutations in IL1C that occurred
during expansion after divergence from IL11 and IL12, which is not
unreasonable given ∼5 cell divisions.

We then performed a three-way genotype intersection – IL11
and IL12 calls from each caller, along with the putative subclonal

mutations – using Starfish (https://github.com/dancooke/

starfish).

Somatic mutations in triple-negative breast cancer. We
downloaded single-end fastq files from SRA (BioProject PR-
JNA168068) and mapped reads to GRCh38 (specifically hs38DH)
with BWA-MEM23.

To call somatic variants, we ran callers in the same way as de-
scribed for the fibroblast cells (for SCcaller and Prosolo, we con-
structed a bulk sample by merging normal cells), and filtered these
based on somatic status. Specifically, for Octopus we filtered by
the SOMATIC flag; for SCcaller, we filtered using the SO flag and
a minimum read depth of 20 (as recommended); for MonoVar and
Prosolo, which do not specifically flag somatic mutations, we simply
selected mutations genotyped for a variant in the tumor cells but not
in the normal cells. We note that, unlike a previous evaluation of
MonoVar on this dataset11, we do not use the bulk samples to filter
somatic variant calls in order to better determine raw calling perfor-
mance. In addition, we only filtered MonoVar calls by QUAL as the
filtering approach described in Zafar et al.11 relies on a closed-source
script.

Hierarchical clustering of biallelic somatic calls was done using
SciPy25 via Seaborn26. Specifically, called genotypes were encoded
into a real number using the function

f(g,GQ) =







GQ− 1, if g = RR

1 +GQ, if g = AR

3 +GQ, if g = AA

and Euclidean distances were used for UPGMA clustering (Fig. 2)
and Ward clustering (Supplementary Fig. 2). Missing genotypes
were converted to homozygous reference (RR) and assigned a GQ of
3. Somatic mutations were identified in COSMIC cancer consensus
genes27.

To validate novel mutations called by Octopus, we ran Strelka2
in somatic mode on the matched tumor-normal paired bulk samples
from the same patient. Unfortunately, we were not able to use these
calls as a general ground truth to evaluate somatic mutation call-
ing accuracy as the callset was highly imprecise - there were 18,363

PASS somatic calls; almost two orders of magnitude higher than
would be expected for a breast cancer exome footprint. Manual
review of some of these calls showed clear support for many called
somatic mutations in the normal bulk and tumor cells. These ob-
servations further highlight the challenging nature of this single-end
sequencing dataset.

Code availability. Octopus source code and documentation is
freely available under the MIT licence from https://github.com/

luntergroup/octopus. Snakemake code used for data analysis is
available from https://github.com/luntergroup/single-cell.

Data availability. All raw data evaluated is publically available:
the fibroblast data is available from SRA under BioProject PR-
JNA305211; the triple-negative breast cancer data is available from
SRA under BioProject PR-JNA168068.

Author contributions. D.P.C designed and implemented the
algorithm, conceived and performed the analysis, and wrote the
manuscript. D.C.W and G.L supervised the project.
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